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Science Activity Unit
Marianne Hall and Lesley Skillin
Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment in Science
Spring ’07, Paul Jablon
Unit: One Rock to Another: Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks and the Rock Cycle
Unit Introduction: This unit is based upon FOSS Earth History curriculum, in which
students exercise their inferential thinking with the study of the Earth’s history.
Students, after completing FOSS Earth History should be more confident in their ability
to ask questions and use evidence from all types of rocks to hypothesize about past
environments. This unit, One Rock to Another, aims to introduce students to two of the
types of rocks round on Earth, igneous and metamorphic. Though conducting
investigation and building explanations, students will understand the processes that
form these two types of rocks. In this unit, students will work alone, in groups, outside
and with potentially some community members.
This unit is the eighth investigation to be taught under FOSS Earth History theme with
some additions and deletions. In short, students will be completing the following:
 Igneous Rocks– Introduction and investigation
 Salol Crystals – Students will experiment with salol crystals to determine the
effect of cooling rate on crystal size.
 Metamorphic Rocks – Introduction and investigation
 Rock Cycle – Students will model the rock cycle through an activity.
 Neighborhood Rocks – Students will use their knowledge of igneous and
metamorphic rocks to investigative local rocks.
Part
Igneous Rocks

Activities
Pages in Unit
Activity 1 - Observation 4 - 7
and Identification of
Igneous Rock

Total # of Days
2 days

Salol Crystals

Activity 2 - Salol
Crystals (1 day)
Activity 3 - Crystal Size
Investigation (2 days)
Activity 4 –
Observation and
Identification of
Metamorphic Rock
Activity 5 – Rock Cycle
Activity 6 Identification of
Neighborhood Rocks

7 - 10 (Activity
2) and 10 - 16
(Activity 3)

3 days

17 - 19

1 day

20 - 23
23 - 26

2 days
2 days

Metamorphic Rocks

Rock Cycle
Neighborhood Rocks
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Brief Description of Group to be Taught: Four sections of 7th graders; each section
contains about 20 students. School is located in Roxbury, MA. Most, if all, students are
minorities. There are two “medium” leveled sections, one inclusion section and a
“higher” section. Students in all four sections have just finished up looking at
sedimentary rocks in the Grand Canyon and beyond. Some students have heard of
igneous and metamorphic rocks and others have not. Background knowledge will be
assessed during the first lessons. These classes regularly works in small groups and
with process- and inquiry-based science and sometimes are given specific roles within
groups.
Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks:
Science and Technology/Engineering:
 Scientific Inquiry Skills:
o Formulate a testable hypothesis.
o Design and conduct an experiment specifying variables to be changed,
controlled, and measured.
o Select appropriate tools and technology and make quantitative observations.
o Communicate procedures and results using multiple representations.
 Earth History 6 - Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is
built up and torn down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock
formation, erosion, and weathering.
 Physical Science 4 – Explain and give examples of how mass in conserved in a
closed system.
Additional Subjects:
 Mathematics 8.P.8 - Explain and analyze—both quantitatively and qualitatively,
using pictures, graphs, charts, or equations—how a change in one variable results in
a change in another variable in functional relationships.
 English Language Arts, Standard 1: Discussion- Students will use agreed-upon rules
for informal and formal discussions in small and large groups.
 English Language Arts, Standard 2: Questioning, Listening and Contributing Students will pose questions, listen to the ideas of others, and contribute their own
information or ideas in group discussions or interviews in order to acquire new
knowledge.
 English Language Arts, Standard 4: Vocabulary and Concept Development –
Students will understand and acquire new vocabulary and use it correctly in reading
and writing.
 English Language Arts, Standard 8: Understanding a Text – Students will identify the
basic facts and main ideas in a text and use them as the basis for interpretation.
Science module: One Rock to Another, FOSS Earth History Curriculum (Delta
Education, 2001).
Unit Length: Minimum of ten 50-minute science sessions.
Note: At the beginning of almost every class, a Before Class Question (BCW) is given
to the students. Students are to come into class, open their notebooks and spend ten
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minutes writing down their answers to the BCW. The BCW is written on the dry-erase
board before they arrive to class. BCW always segues into the lesson/activity for the
day.
Also, in every activity, we will be using observations of the students and their
work for assessment. This way, we can see how the students are doing following the
concepts without making them stressed or worried that we are ‘testing’ them.

Activity 1
Igneous Rocks
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit: This lesson is the first in a series of an
investigation into igneous rocks. During this lesson, students will be observing and
identifying igneous rock types. Students also are set up to learn that there is a rock
cycle.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard: Earth’s History 6.
Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is built up and torn
down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock formation, erosion,
and weathering.
Concepts:
 Igneous rocks form when molten rock solidifies. Extrusive igneous rocks form when
lava solidifies on the Earth’s surface. Intrusive igneous rocks from when magma
solidifies within existing rock below the Earth’s surface.
Processes:
 IGNEOUS ROCKS – Observing. Specifically characteristics, differences and
similarities between igneous rocks (and a sedimentary rock for comparison during
BCW).
Science Habit of Mind:
 Be aware that there may be more than one good way to interpret a given set of
findings.
Other Subject Area Objectives:
 History – We can learn about the past from looking at all types of rocks.
 English - Being able to identify main ideas and supporting details in a passage.
Session Length: Two 50 class periods
Materials Needed: (Per group of 4)
For each Group:
 Set of 7 Igneous Rocks
o Granite, #11
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o Basalt, fine-grained, #12
o Basalt, vesicular, #13
o Obsidian, #16
o Pumice, #17
o Scoria, #19
o Tuff, #21
1 container, ½ liter
1 dropper bottle of dilute hydrochloric acid
2 hand lenses
4 Earth History Resources books (pgs. 42 - 44)
4 hand-outs of Rock Identification A and B (pg. 73 & 75) from Earth History Lab
Notebook

For the Class:
 1 Transparency no. 41 called Rock Identification A (Appendix A)
 1 Blank Transparency
 Overhead projector
TIME
PREP

Day 1,
10 min.
Day 1,
10 min

Day 1,
10 min
Day 1,
10 min
Day 1,

PROCEDURE
.IGNEOUS ROCKS
-Put out one sedimentary rock (#5 redwall limestone), one igneous rock
(#17 pumice) which is unknown to students, and hand lenses for the Before
Class Work (BCW).
-Have igneous rocks sets ready in containers.
BCW – On each table there are two rocks. Compare and contrast these
with a minimum of 3 similarities and 3 differences. What kind of rock do
you think it is?
Go over BCW.
-Students may think that the Pumice (#17) is not a rock. Ask these
question to make the proper observations:
 What is the definition of a rock?
 What about #17 makes you think it is not a rock?
 If #17 is not a rock, what do you think it is?
Go over directions for activity. – “I know that we have mainly been focusing
on sedimentary rocks but there are also two other types of rock, igneous
and metamorphic. Today we will be looking at one of those types. On the
data sheet that will be handed out, only record the rock number and your
description of the rock. Those are the only two columns you will need to fill
in. We will fill in the rest later.”
Hand out Rock Identification worksheet and igneous rock sets.
Allow students to observe rocks.
- Make sure students are making observations and not inferences.
Go over students observations.
Get at least 3 descriptions of each rock from different groups.
Hand out Earth History Resources books and have students use pages 42-
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10 min

Day 2,
10 min
Day 2,
10 min
Day 2,
10 min

Day 2,
15 min

Day 2,
5 min

44 to identify the rocks.
Clean-up – put all rocks back into the container and stack books at the end
of the lab table.
Allow students to finish identifying rocks if they did not finish the previous
day.
Go over rock types.
When students give a ‘guess’ for a rock, have them include why they think it
is that certain rock.
-Explain how igneous rocks are formed using the blank transparency to
draw a cross section of the earth. – “At the center of the Earth is a solid
iron-nickel inner core. Surrounding the inner core is a molten iron and
nickel outer core. The outside of the Earth, the part we stand on is the thin
crust.
If we reduced Earth to the size of an egg, the crust would be no thicker than
the egg shell and the core would be about the size of a cherry.
Between the core and the crust is the most massive part of the planet, the
mantle. The mantle is composed of molten rock material called magma.
Magma is extremely hot, thick, dense, slow-moving fluid. When magma
cools and crystallizes, changing from fluid to solid, the product is rock.
Better known as igneous rock, which is what we just looked at.
Also, when magma comes to the Earth’s surface, it’s called lava.”
Have students try and figure out where each of the rocks comes from,
magma or lava, and whether they form above ground or under ground.
-When student have guessed, tell them that the rocks that forms about
ground are called extrusive rocks (obsidian, pumice, tuff, basalt, scoria) and
the ones that form below earth’s surface are called intrusive (granite).
Clean-up.
Hand out homework, Story of the Wrightwood Marble and have them take
notes.

Novice

Competent

Process Skill
Observing

Students are using
inferences to make
observations about
the rocks.

Students have a
combination of
inferences and
observations
about the rocks.

Habit of Mind
Be aware that there
may be more than
one good way to

Students don’t
accept other’s
observations as
correct and try to

Students realize
that people have
different views in
their observations
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written about the
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Students realize
that everyone has
a different opinion
and respects those
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interpret a given set
of findings.

argue their point
as the only right
answer.

Concept
Igneous rocks form
when molten rock
solidifies. Extrusive
igneous rocks form
when lava solidifies
on the Earth’s
surface. Intrusive
igneous rocks from
when magma
solidifies within
existing rock below
the Earth’s surface.

Students
understand that
igneous rocks
come from
volcanoes.

but still see theirs
as correct. They
may state that
they don’t agree
with an answer
but won’t try to
argue.
Students
understand that
igneous rocks can
form inside and
outside of the
Earth but don’t
know the
appropriate
names (intrusive
and extrusive)
and which each
one comes from
(magma or lava).

opinions even if
they might now
agree.

Students fully
understand that
when lava
solidifies it forms
an extrusive rock
and when magma
solidifies, it forms
intrusive rocks and
can correctly label
which rocks in the
set are intrusive
and extrusive.

Activities 2 and 3 (Salol Crystal and Crystal-Size Investigation)
Activity 2
Salol Crystals
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit:
In a previous lesson(s), students learn about igneous rocks. They learn that
igneous rock form from molten rock. Igneous rocks have different shapes, sizes,
weights, etc.
In the lesson(s) following Salol Crystals, students will be completing the Crystal
Size Investigation. Students will determine the effect of cooling rate on crystal size.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard:
Earth’s History 6. Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is
built up and torn down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock
formation, erosion, and weathering.
Physical Science 4 – Explain and give examples of how mass in conserved in a closed
system.
Concepts:
 Rocks (in this lesson, igneous rocks) under great temperature and pressure changes
can melt and form new rocks. In the cooling process after melting, rocks form many
types of crystals and the slower the cooling, the larger the crystals.
Marianne Hall and Lesley Skillin, Spring 2007
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Students will be able to will able to say that as lava/magma cools it forms crystals
that form igneous rocks.

Processes:
 Observing.
 Students will be observing both igneous rocks and the salol crystals to explain how
igneous rocks form.
Science Habit of Mind:
 Be curious. Be careful and accurate in your observations.
Other Subject Area Objectives:
 Mathematics – Measuring and estimating lengths.
 Art – Drawing pictures of their observations.
Session Length: Salol Observations is approximately 50 – 60 minutes.
Materials Needed: (Per group of 4)
For Each Group:
 2 Hand lenses
 2 Thermometers
 1 Metric ruler
 Bottles of salol (prepared)
 3 Containers, 1 1/2-liter
 1 Set of Igneous rocks
 4 Earth History Resources books
 4 Earth History Lab Notebooks
 Salol Crystals (Appendix D), page 77
For the Class:
 2 Glass Petri dishes
 1 Spoon, 2-ml
 Hot Water, 50°C (from tap), 2 liters
 Room-temperature water
 Ice water, 2 liters
 1 Permanent marking pen
 Clock with second hand
 Microscope 10-30 power (optional)
 FOSS Earth History CD-ROM
 Multimedia setup
 Transparency no. 44 called Salol Observations (Appendix D). Option to copy
transparency and hand to students for lab activity – one per student.
 Overhead Projector
TIME
Day 1,

PROCEDURE
SALOL OBSERVATIONS
Put out igneous rocks sets and hand lenses for BCW. Get ready to fill
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Prep
Day 1,
10 min
Day 1,
10 min

Day 1,
10 min

basins of hot tap and ice water for lab.
Before Class Question (BCW) – How do igneous rocks form? Use
evidence from your igneous rock sets to support your conclusions.
Go over BCW – If they need help using rocks to support their conclusions,
they can be asked the following:
 What color is lava? Do they see those colors in any of the rocks?
 Why is pumice so light?
 Why is granite a mixture of colors?
 Why are some rocks smooth and others rough?
By the end of the BCW, they will have come to the conclusion again that
igneous rocks come from lava/magma (and we will have distinguished
between the two). They will start it on understanding that the lava cools
and forms rocks and depending on where or how they cool, that will
contribute to some of the observable features on rocks (including crystal
size).
Introduction to Salol –
 Explanation that igneous rocks start as molten magma. To see how
the crystals in these igneous rocks form would be hard. In order to
melt an igneous rock, we’d need to heat it to at least 750°F.
Instead, we have a material that simulates the heating and cooling of
rock, called Salol
 Show students bottles of salol. Tell them that the bottles MUST
remain closed throughout the investigation. Go over definition of
TOXIC.
Have participants in groups of 3 or 4. Assign roles. Go over directions
Investigation of what happens when salol warms and cools
1) Title a page in their journal Salol Observations. (project
transparency or print out Salol Observations – Appendix D)
2) Each pair gets one bottle of salol (two bottles per group of four)
3) Each group of four gets:
a. ½ liter container with ~100ml of hot water
b. ½ liter container with ~100ml of cold water
4) Place the two bottles of salol (one for each pair) in the container of
hot water.
5) Start timer.
6) Record changes/observations you see every 30 seconds in your
journal.
7) Go until the salol has melted.
8) When melted, place the two bottles on their sides in the container of
cold water.
9) Ask students why they think it’s important to place on their sides?
(spread out the salol to cool faster).
10) Start the timer.
11) Record changes you observe every 30 seconds in your journal.
12) Have students get materials and begin investigation.
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Day 1, Students complete investigation
10 -15
min
Day 1, Wrap up. Have students think about the following questions (or maybe give
5-10 min for homework).
1) What did the salol look like before you place it in the hot water?
2) How long did it take for the salol to melt?
3) What happened when you place the salol in the cold water?
4) What did the crystals look like?
5) Did the weight of the bottle change between melting and cooling?
Why or why not? (reference to conservation of mass in closed
container that can include)

Continuation for classes that finish earlier.

Day1, 10
min
(Extra if
more
time)

Day 1, 5
min
(Extra if
have
more
time)

Introduction to the word “Crystallization.” Discuss the questions stated
above.
Talk a brief bit about how geologist can use crystal shape and size to help
them determine what a rock is.
Go around classroom and have students point out individual crystals in the
two Petri dishes prepared earlier.
Introduction of Melting Temperature (use of temperature probes)
How could we find out at what temperature salol melts and crystallizes?
 Put them in different temperature baths.
 Use temperature probes to monitor when the salol melts and
crystallizes.
Salol melts at 40°C or a little higher depending on the purity. If the
temperature goes below 40°C, the salol begins to crystallize.
Assessment for Salol Crystals
Method

Science
Concept:
Igneous Rock
Formation –
as
magma/lava
cools, it forms

Class
observations
and lab
notebooks.

Novice

Competent

Expert

Notices that
salol melts and
forms crystals.

Relates the salol
crystal melting and
cooling to the
formation of
igneous rocks
from lava/magma.

Relates the salol
crystal melting and
cooling to the
formation of igneous
rocks from
lava/magma. Notices
the different size
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crystals

crystals and relates it
to the different size
crystals in igneous
rocks.

Process Skill: Class
Observation
discussion.

Notices that the
liquid salol
melts and forms
crystals.

Notices that the
liquid melts and
forms crystals.
Crystals are
different sizes and
shapes.

Habit of
Mind: Be
careful and
accurate in
your
observations.

Makes
observations,
but
observations
are not detailed
or accurate.

Makes somewhat
detailed and
accurate
observations.

Observation of
classroom and
checking lab
notebook.

Notices that the liquid
melts and forms
crystals. Crystals are
different sizes and
shapes and this
mirrors what they
have seen in igneous
rocks.
Makes detailed and
accurate
observations.

Activity 3
Crystal-Size Investigation
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit:
In the previous activity, students worked with salol crystals to investigate the
process of crystal formation in igneous rocks. In a previous lesson(s), students learned
about metamorphic and igneous rocks. They learn that igneous rock form from molten
rock.
In the lesson(s) following Salol Crystals and Crystal-Size Investigation, students
will be completing an exercise and investigation into Metamorphic Rocks. Students will
be observing and identifying metamorphic rock types. Students also are set up to learn
the third type of rock in the rock cycle.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard:
Earth’s History 6. Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is
built up and torn down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock
formation, erosion, and weathering.
Mathematics 8.P.8 - Explain and analyze—both quantitatively and qualitatively, using
pictures, graphs, charts, or equations—how a change in one variable results in a
change in another variable in functional relationships.
Concepts:
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Rocks (in this lesson, igneous rocks) under great temperature and pressure changes
can melt and form new rocks. In the cooling process after melting, rocks form many
types of crystals and the slower the cooling, the larger the crystals.

Processes:
 Predicting and then identifying and controlling variables
Science Habit of Mind:
 Offer reasons for findings and consider reasons suggested by others.
Other Subject Area Objectives:
 Mathematics – Relationship between cooling time and crystal size.
Session Length: To be completed in two 50 minute periods.
Materials Needed: (Per group of 4)
For Each Group:
 2 Hand lenses
 2 Thermometers
 1 Metric ruler
 Bottles of salol (prepared)
 3 Containers, 1 1/2-liter
 1 Set of Igneous rocks
 4 Earth History Resources books
 Crystals, Minerals and Rocks for Homework (Appendix F), page 89
 Earth History Lab Notebooks
 Crystal-Size Investigation (Appendix E), page 77
 Igneous-Rock Questions, page 79
For the Class:
 2 Glass Petri dishes
 1 Spoon, 2-ml
 Hot Water, 50°C (from tap), 2 liters
 Room-temperature water
 Ice water, 2 liters
 1 Permanent marking pen
 Clock with second hand
 Microscope 10-30 power (optional)
 FOSS Earth History CD-ROM
 Multimedia setup
 Transparency no. 45 called Crystal-Size Investigation (Appendix E)
 Overhead Projector
TIME
Day 2,
Prep

PROCEDURE
Have materials ready for their investigation into crystal size.
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Day 2,
10 min
(if did
not get
to it on
Day 1)

Introduction to the word “Crystallization.” Discuss the questions stated
above that they had for homework:
6) What did the salol look like before you place it in the hot water?
7) How long did it take for the salol to melt?
8) What happened when you place the salol in the cold water?
9) What did the crystals look like
Talk a brief bit about how geologist can use crystal shape and size to help
them determine what a rock is.

Day 2, 5
min

Go around classroom and have students point out individual crystals in the
two Petri dishes prepared earlier.
CRYSTAL-SIZE INVESTIGATION
Designing a Crystal-Size Investigation
Ask students how they might use the salol to answer the question: Why do
some igneous rocks have larger crystals than others?
Then bring in,
What are some of the variables that might affect the size of the crystals that
form? (may suggest temperature, rate of cooling, length of time in the hot
water, the way the bottle lays as it cools.)
How could you design an investigation to find out what effect these
variables have on crystal size?

Day 2,
30 min

Note: This is a hard concept for students to grasp. Make sure they
understand what “cooling time” means.
Designing and implementing investigations.
1) Open lab notebooks to Crystal-Size Investigation – Appendix E. This
is where they can record their investigation plan and results.
2) Work in groups of 3 or 4
3) They materials they have to work with include:
 Plastic containers
 Ice water
 Room-temperature water
 Hot water
 Thermometers
 Hand lenses
Have groups discuss their investigation ideas and record it in their
notebooks. When they’ve come up with a plan, OK it with a teacher before
they start. Remind them to number their bottles on the cap so they can tell
them apart.
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Or, suggest a procedure if need be:
 Work as a group. Get two bottles of salol.
 Place the two bottles of salol in the hot water to melt.
 Place one bottle on its side in the container of ice water. Place the
other bottom on its side in the container of room-temperature water.
 Observation and record every 30 seconds.
 Compare the crystals in the two bottles when all the material has
crystallized.

Day 2,
10 min
Day 3,
20 min

Or, if little time to cover this concept:
 Pass around Petri dishes with salol cooled at room temp and cooled
in ice bath. Label the room temp Petri dish “slow” and the ice bath
Petri dish “fast.” Ask students what differences they notice between
the two Petri dishes.
 Students should come up with crystal size, how clumped the crystals
are, how shiny they are, etc.
 Go with crystal size. Have students in group look at Petri dishes and
tell the class which Petri dish has the bigger crystals and which have
the smaller crystals.
 Have students come up with a statement about crystal size and
cooling time.
 Have students write down statement.
Clean up and assign homework – Crystal, Mineral and Rocks, Appendix F.

Discuss Results.
Why do some igneous rocks have larger crystals than others? Have
students report their results and what they think about the answer to this
question.
Someone or group hopefully discovered that larger crystals form when the
salol cools over a longer period of time. If salol cools quickly, smaller
crystals form. Go over the following questions to help aid,
 Which variable affected crystal size the most? (cooling time).
 What was the relationship between the cooling time and crystal size?
(The longer the cooling time, the larger the crystals).
 Which igneous rocks have smaller crystals, extrusive or intrusive?
(Extrusive).
 How does what you learned from this investigation explain why some
igneous rocks have larger crystals than other igneous rocks? (rocks
with larger crystals probably cooled more slowly than those with
smaller crystals).
 What could cause a difference in the amount of time it takes for
molten rocks to cool? (Where the rocks are when they cool; whether
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Day 3,
15 min

they are inside the earth (intrusive) or on the surface (extrusive)).
How does what you learn from this investigation explain why
intrusive rocks igneous rocks have larger crystals than extrusive
rocks? (Salol that cooled more slowly formed larger crystals.
Magma cooling inside the earth (intrusive) will cool slowly.
Therefore, intrusive rocks will like form larger crystals).

If students have trouble with the last two questions, ask,
 Which would cool faster, melted rock or magma beneath the Earth’s
surface, or melted rock or lava on top of the Earth’s surface? (Lava
at the surface). Why? (Lava erupting at Earth’s surface comes in
contact with cool air and cools quickly).
 What difference might you expect between a rock that formed deep
under the surface and a rock that solidified nearer to the surface?
(The one that formed deeper under the surface would have larger
crystals). Why? (The rock under the surface would cool more
slowly).
Answer Igneous-Rock Questions
Have students turn to Igneous-Rock Questions in their lab notebooks.
Have the ½ liter containers of rocks available for students to review as
needed.

Day 3,
10 min

Discuss the questions when the assignment is completed.
Using Multimedia
Use sections of CD-ROM that show examples of igneous rock. Section is
accessed in the Geology Lab. Go to Rock Database and select the
Compare Common Rock Types screen.
For examples of intrusive igneous rocks go to the Expeditions Desk and
take a field trip to Yosemite National Park.

Day 3,
10 min

To see examples of extrusive rocks, take a field trip to Hawaii.
Assess Progress and Assign Reading
Collect lab notebooks when students have finished up both sheets (CrystalSize Investigation and Igneous-Rock Questions) and review sheets after
class).

Addition
al

Have students read Crystals, Minerals, and Rocks in the Earth History
Resources book.
How Do Igneous Rocks Form (Six Slides):
http://www.classzone.com/books/earth_science/terc/content/investigations/
es0603/es0603page02.cfm?chapter_no=investigation
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website
simulatio To complete while viewing:
n if time
1) Slide 1 – Examine the rocks and write down at least five similarities
permits
and five differences.
(also
2) Slide 2 – Write down at least two characteristics of each of the four
can give
igneous rocks.
as extra
3) Slide 3 – From your knowledge of igneous rocks, write down one
credit)
rock that you think is fine grained and one rock that you think is
course grained. Can you think of a rock that is porphyritic (it shows
two crystal or grain sizes)?
4) Slide 4 – Identify each of the six rocks as fine grained, course
grained or porphyritic (two different size crystals/grains).
5) Slide 5 – When you click on the labeled features (magma, lava) what
does it tell you about cooling rate and crystal size?
6) Slide 6 – Click on each rock, examine the rock’s texture and infer its
cooling rate and environment (inside or outside the volcano).
This activity requires internet access so it could be used for the following:
1) Sign up for use of technology room and have students complete the
questions above.
2) Use as an extra credit activity as long as students that may not have
computers at home would have the opportunity to use a computer
after school.
Assessment for Crystal Size Investigation
Method
Science
Concept: The
slower the
cooling, the
bigger the
crystals.

Class
discussion and
lab notebook
check.

Novice

Competent

Expert

Crystals are
different sizes
when the
temperature is
different.

Crystals are
bigger the slower
they cool or the
warmer the
temperature and
visa versa.

Crystals the cool
slower are bigger and
crystals that cool
faster are smaller.
The biggest crystals
form in the in the
earth, in the volcano.

Process Skill: Lab notebooks.
Identifying and
controlling
variables

Knows about
controlling
variables, but
doesn’t do it.

Knows about
controlling
variables and
does it on his or
her own.

Habit of
Mind: Offer

Provides some
reasons for

Offers good
reasons for

Knows about
controlling variables
and does it
meticulously (really
isolates variable) on
his or her own.
Offers thorough
reasons for findings.

Class
discussion and
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reasons for
findings and
consider
reasons
suggested by
others.

lab notebook
check.

findings. Listens
to partners’ and
other group’s
ideas, but does
not consider
them.

findings and
listens to other
experiments
conducted by
other to come to
conclusion about
cooling rate and
crystal size.

Takes what others
have suggested or
done in experiment
and either adds to his
or her findings or if
able to refute findings.

Activity 4
Metamorphic Rocks
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit: This lesson is the first of an investigation into
metamorphic rocks. During this lesson, students will be observing and identifying
metamorphic rock types. Students also are set up to learn the third type of rock in the
rock cycle.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard: Earth’s History 6.
Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is built up and torn
down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock formation, erosion,
and weathering.
Concepts:
 Metamorphic rocks form when heat and pressure change existing rocks (igneous
and sedimentary) into new rocks.
Processes:
 METAMORPHIC ROCKS - Observing
Science Habit of Mind:
 Be curious. Be careful and accurate in observations.
Other Subject Area Objectives:
 History – We can learn about the past from looking at all types of rocks.
 English - Being able to identify main ideas and supporting details in a passage.
Session Length: about one 50 minute class period
Materials Needed: (Per group of 4)
For each Group
 Set of 5 Metamorphic Rocks
o Schist, #1
Marianne Hall and Lesley Skillin, Spring 2007
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o Gneiss, #14
o Marble, #15
o Quartzite, #18
o Slate, #20
1 container, ½ liter
1 dropper bottle of dilute hydrochloric acid
2 hand lenses
4 Earth History Resources books (pgs. 45 - 46)
o Copy of pg. 93 The Story of the Wrightwood Marble for homework
4 hand-outs of Rock Identification A and B (pg. 73 & 75) from Earth History Lab
Notebook.

For the Class
 1 Transparency no. 41 called Rock Identification B
 1 blank transparency to draw Earth Cross Section
 Overhead projector

TIME
PREP

Day 1,
10 min.
Day 1,
10 min

Day 1,
10 min
Day 1,
10 min
Day 1,
5 min

PROCEDURE
.METAMORPHIC ROCKS
-One sedimentary rock, one igneous rock, and one metamorphic rock on
the table for the Before Class Work (BCW).
-Have metamorphic rock sets ready in containers.
BCW – On each table there is 1 sedimentary rock, 1 igneous rock, and 1
unknown rock. Which rock does the unknown look most like? What do you
think happened for the unknown to look similar to that rock?
Go over BCW.
 Have students make observations for the first question in the
BCW and inferences for the second question.
 If students are having difficulty ask some of the following
questions:
o Are any of the colors similar?
o Are there any banding patterns in any of the rocks?
Go over directions for activity. – “Today we will be looking at the third type
of rocks. On the data sheet that was handed out when looking at the
igneous rocks, use the back page and again only record the rock number
and your description of the rock. Those are the only two columns you will
need to fill in. We will fill in the rest later.”
Hand out metamorphic rock sets.
Allow students to observe rocks.
- Make sure students are making observations and not inferences.
Hand out Earth History Resources books and have students use pages 4546 to identify the rocks.
Go over rock types.
When students give a ‘guess’ for a rock, have them include why they think it
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Day 1,
10 min

Day 1,
5 min

is that certain rock.
-Explain how metamorphic rocks are formed. –“Metamorphic means
‘changed.’ Metamorphic rocks were changed from one kind of rock to
another. These changes are brought about by pressure and/or heat. The
pressure results when rocks are buried deep in the Earth or magma pushes
up from below. Heat results when rocks are rocks are covered by lava.
Heat and pressure result when rocks are pressed down close to magma.
When rocks get so hot and completely melt, they turn into magma. If the
magma resolidifies, it forms a new igneous rock.
All metamorphic rocks are formed from a source rock. The source rock is
the original rock that changes. The metamorphic rock is the end product.”
Clean-up.

Novice

Competent

Process Skill
Observing

Students are using
inferences to make
observations about
the rocks.

Students have a
combination of
inferences and
observations
about the rocks.

Habit of Mind
Be curious. Be
careful and accurate
in observations

Students only
have about 3
observations and
the observations
are not very
descriptive.
Students
understand that
metamorphic rocks
come from
igneous and
sedimentary rocks.

Students have
about 5
observations and
are slightly
detailed.

Concept
Metamorphic rocks
form when heat and
pressure change
existing rocks
(igneous and
sedimentary) into
new rocks.
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Students
understand that
metamorphic
rocks are formed
by only heat or
only pressure and
that they are
formed from
igneous and
sedimentary
rocks.

Expert
Students have
stayed away from
using inferences
and have only
observations
written about the
rocks.
Student have 8 or
more observations
and are very
detailed in their
descriptions.
Student
understand and
can explain that
both heat and
pressure can
either act together
or separately to
form metamorphic
rocks from
preexisting
igneous and
sedimentary rocks.
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Activity 5
The Rock Cycle
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit: This activity ties together what students have
previously learned. They have learned about each type of rock and this activity brings
them all together and how each type of rock can be formed from another rock.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard:
Earth’s History 6.
Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is built up and torn
down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock formation, erosion,
and weathering.
Concepts:
 Igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks can be changed from one type to
another over time in a process called the rock cycle.
Processes:
 THE ROCK CYCLE - Modeling
Science Habit of Mind:
 Be not superstitious; realize that nothing happens without cause.
Other Subject Area Objectives:
 History – social and economic issues around mining. Mostly who mines rocks &
minerals, who buys them, who profits from there sale, and who is harmed if there is
a ban on mining.
Session Length: two 50-60 minute class periods
Materials Needed: (Per group of 2)
For each Group (BCW – groups of 4)
 Set of 5 sedimentary rocks
o Redwall Limestone, #5
o Shale
o Sandstone
o Coquina
o Conglomerate
 Set of 5 igneous rocks
o Granite, #11
o Basalt, fine-grained, #12
o Obsidian, #16
o Pumice, #17
o Tuff, #21
Marianne Hall and Lesley Skillin, Spring 2007
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 Set of 5 metamorphic rocks
o Schist, #1
o Gneiss, #14
o Marble, #15
o Quartzite, #18
o Slate, #20
 3 containers, ½ liter
For each Group (lab – groups of 2)
 4 different colored wax crayons
 1 pocket pencil sharpener
 1 pair of tongs
 2 pieces of wood 2.5x12.5x20cm
 1 Hot plate
 Aluminum Foil
 Newspaper
 2 pairs of safety goggles


TIME
PREP

Day 1,
10 min

Day 1,
10 min

Day 1,
5 min

PROCEDURE
THE ROCK CYCLE
-Have one of each set of sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks ready in
containers on each table.
-Have newspaper covering each lab table.
BCW – Identify each set of rocks on the table. How can they be arranged into the
rock cycle? Draw your prediction in a detailed diagram. Make sure to label
appropriately. Also, be prepared to explain why you think the rock cycle is set up
the way you drew it.
Go over BCW.
If student are having difficulty answering, ask following questions:
 How are sedimentary rocks/igneous rocks/metamorphic rocks formed?
 What processes cause sediments to form?
 What is applied to metamorphic rocks?
By the end of the BCW, the students will realize that sedimentary rocks get
sediments from both igneous and metamorphic rocks. They will also realize that
metamorphic rocks can have a parent rock of either igneous or sedimentary. They
will be able to understand that the Rock Cycle is not just a cycle that continues
around in a circle but has several different ways of forming different rocks.
Go over the rock cycle and introduce the lab activity.
Have one student from each group put away the rock sets and get the materials
for the lab while the rest of the student cover the lab tables with newspaper.
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Day 1,
15 min

Day 1,
5 min
Day 2,
10 min

Day 2,
5 min
Day 2,
15 min

1. In lab notebook, have students label page “Rock Cycle Model”
2. Shave the crayons with the pocket pencil sharpener on a scrap piece of
paper, making sure each color stays in it own pile. Examine the shavings
and record observations.
 If the crayons represent rocks, what part of the cycle did you just
simulate?
 How does this happen in nature?
3. Fold a 30-cm-square piece of aluminum foil in have to form a rectangle.
Place one color of the crayon ‘rock’ fragments into a square layer about 1
cm thick.
4. Carefully spread another color of ‘rock’ shavings on top of the first layer.
Do this with each remaining color to form a four-layer stock of crayon ‘rock’
in the middle of the foil. Record observations.
 What part of the rock cycle was just simulated?
 What forces cause this to happen in nature?
5. Carefully fold each side of the aluminum foil over the stack of ‘rock’
fragments, allowing for a 1cm gap between the edge of the shavings and
where the foil folds.
6. Place the foil package between the two pieces of lumber and apply
moderate pressure by pressing it together with hands.
 What part of the rock cycle is being simulated here?
7. Remove the foil package from between the two boards and open it. Record
observations. Gently lift sandwiched ‘rock’ out of the package and carefully
break it into two pieces. Keep loose fragments on scrap paper. Record
observations again. When finished place the two parts back into the foil
and refold the package.
Clean-up, but leave newspaper on desk for next class.
Discuss results from previous day.
 What are some things that you observed during the shaving of the
crayon ‘rocks’?
 What did you notice after you pressed the fragments between the two
pieces of wood?
 What steps of the rock cycle have been represented so far?
Have one person from each group get the materials for the day. If it is the first
class, have them put newspaper down on the tables.
1. Place the foil package from previous day between the boards again. This
time apply as much pressure as possible (one person stand on board).
2. Open foil package and record observations. Break the ‘rock’ into a couple
of pieces and record more observations.
 What process of the rock cycle does this step represent?
 How can this happen in nature?
3. Cover the hot plate with a layer of aluminum foil.
4. Fold a 30-cm-square piece of aluminum foil in half and fashion it into a
melting bowl large enough to contain the ‘rock’ fragments. Place the
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Day 2,
10 min

Additional
website if
time
permits
(possible
extra
Credit)

contents of the first foil package into the bowl.
5. PUT ON SAFETY GOGGLES AND HANDLE HOT PLATE AND MELTED
CRAYON ‘ROCK’ FRAGMETNS WITH EXTREME CARE!
6. Set the temperature of the hot plate to medium and place the melting bowl
on top of the hot plate. Be careful to melt the fragments slow enough to
keep from splattering and stop the melting process before the fragments
fuse completely together.
7. Turn off the hot plate. It will still be hot, so use the tongs to carefully
remove the bowl from the hot plate and set it aside to cool.
 What process of the rock cycle is being demonstrated?
 Where does this occur on Earth?
8. Record observations.
Allow ‘rock’ fragment to cool. Once it has completely cooled, remove it from the
bowl and break it open. Examine it and record observations.
 Do you think you will see any of these rocks being formed in your
lifetime? Which ones? Why or why not?

Homework Assignment:
Look at your prediction of the rock cycle from your BCW and compare it with the
rock cycle drawn in your books or from online.
 Why did you think the rock cycle was set up the way you drew it?
 What was the major differences between the two?
 Where you surprised by anything that was different between your
drawing and the book’s drawing?
I would like complete sentences and at least 1 paragraph per question. Please
put your complete thoughts into this because we will be sharing some with the
class.
Interactive rock cycle animation:
http://www.classzone.com/books/earth_science/terc/content/investigations/es0602/es060
2page01.cfm?chapter_no=investigation
The site has three different sections to it. The first page would be review for the
students on how each rock is formed. The second page then has an animation of how
rocks are formed. Students are able to see how exactly the rocks can be formed a
changed. The last page then shows a nice diagram of the rock cycle and how each rock
can form a different rock and what processes cause that to occur. There are also 4
questions on the site that students can answer and turn in for extra credit.
Rock Cycle Module:
http://www.uky.edu/AS/Geology/howell/goodies/elearning/module05swf.swf
This website would be good for students to look at because it has an example of each
type of rock and then also animations of how each rock is formed. For the igneous rock, it
has an animation of how different crystal sizes are formed. This would be a good review
and might help the students understand why the crystal sizes are so different in each rock.
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Novice
Process Skill
Modeling

Habit of Mind
Be not
superstitious;
realize that
nothing happens
without cause.
Concept
Igneous,
metamorphic, and
sedimentary rocks
can be changed
from one type to
another over time
in a process called
the rock cycle.

Student does
activity but doesn’t
have good
observations and
doesn’t know what
steps they are
modeling.
Students know
about the rock
cycle but still think
that each rock is
formed separately
and cannot form
another rock.
Realizes that
there are three
different types of
rock and can go in
a cycle.

Competent

Expert

Student
understands that
they are modeling
the rock cycle but
aren’t quite sure
what each step
represents.
Students
comprehend the
rock cycle but are
confused on how
each rock relates
to one another.

Student is capable of
explaining what they
are doing in each step
of the activity and
which step of the rock
cycle they are
modeling.
Students understand
that the rocks are
related to each other
and most need another
type of rock in order to
form.

Understands each
step of the rock
cycle.

Fully understands the
rock cycle and can
explain each step with
great detail.

Activity 6
Neighborhood Rocks
Relationship of this Lesson to the unit:
In the lesson previous to Neighborhood Rocks, student will be discovering the
rock cycle and incorporating their knowledge of all three types of rocks: sedimentary,
metamorphic and igneous.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard:
Earth’s History 6. Describe and give examples of ways in which the earth’s surface is
built up and torn down by natural processes, including deposition of sediments, rock
formation, erosion, and weathering.
Concepts:
 Observing and comparing the properties of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic
rocks.
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Explain constructive and destructive forces in the lithosphere.

Processes:
 Classifying
Science Habit of Mind:
 Go to reliable sources for evidence.
Other Subject Area Objectives:
 History – Students will be learning about the history of rocks, especially of their
neighborhood/local area. Through this, they may have a better understanding of
the forces in history that shaped their community.
Session Length: Two 50-min periods. The first period will be used for identification
and the second period will be used any additional identification time and for discussing
results.
Materials Needed: (Per group of 4)
For Each Group:
 1 Bottle of dilute hydrochloric acid
 Rock Identification (Appendix A, Rock Identification Guide A)
 2 Hand lenses
 4 Neighborhood rocks
 4 Earth History Resource books
For the Class
 1 Map of local area (optional)
 Paper towels
 Rock-identification books
 FOSS Earth History CD-ROM
 1 Multimedia set up
Additional Materials/Individuals
 Inquire from teachers, students, and parents about having a potential geologist in
to help students with identification and explanation of rocks.
 Other rock identification websites and books:
o http://www.pdac.ca/miningmatters/teachers/resources-rock.html
o http://www.rockhounds.com/rockshop/rockkey/index.html
o http://geology.about.com/library/bl/blrockident_tables.htm
o Rocks and Minerals: A Guide to Field Identification (Golden Field Guide
from St. Martin's Press)
o National Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Rocks and
Minerals by Charles Wesley Chesterman
TIME
PROCEDURE
Prep
Students have been asked to bring in neighborhood rocks. Students are
required to bring in at least one, but are asked to bring in more if at all
possible. Students have been told to bring in rocks for this specific activity.
Day 1, BCW – From your knowledge of igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary
Marianne Hall and Lesley Skillin, Spring 2007
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10 min

Day 1,
10 min
Day 1,
30 min

Day 2, 5
– 25 min
Day 2,
25 – 45
min

rocks as well as the rock cycle, come up with a story that describes how the
rock was formed and ended up in your hands. Use observations from the
rock.
Go over BCW - Have a few students show their rock and read aloud their
story.
In their groups of three to four, students will further work on identifying the
rocks that they’ve brought in. Teacher will provide groups with some
additional rocks in case groups have duplicates or students don’t bring in
rocks. Each group of four must have at least 6 rocks to work on. Teacher
will give bonus points (5) on a test if they choose to do more than 6 rocks.
Their first task is to do the following in their groups:
1) Determine which of the three types of rock – sedimentary, igneous,
and metamorphic – your rock is. Make sure to see observations.
For example, “I can see sand layers in this rock; I think it’s a
sedimentary rock.”
2) Identify the specific type of rock using the resources available.
3) Those resources may include (depending on what’s available in the
classroom):
a. Earth History Resources book
b. FOSS Earth History CD-ROM
c. Notes in their lab notebooks
d. Books they may have brought in from home or taken out from
the library
e. Geologist if one is available
f. Websites if computer access is available
g. Other geology/mineralogy books.
4) Hand lenses and acid bottles are available. Again, explain the
danger with HCl and also ask students what HCl is used to identify.
5) Students will be told that they’re presenting their results and will have
to answer the questions identified in Day 2, Discussion. They are
given questions so they know what teacher is looking for.
Finishing up yesterday’s rock identifications and getting read for
presentations and questions by teachers.
Discussion Results
Students will be discussion their results and asked to answer the following
questions:
1) What basic type is your rock, sedimentary, igneous, or
metamorphic? What is your evidence?
2) Do you think your rock formed locally or was it carried in by some
means? Why?
3) Is your rock weathered or is it recently broken from its source? How
do you know?
4) What can you infer about how your rock formed and the ancient
environment in which it formed?
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5) What kind of rock do you think you found? What helped you to
make your identification?
Peer Assessment –
Students will be assessing one another. They will be stating whether they
think their fellow classmates are right or wrong about their rock
identifications and why.
Day 2,
It time
permits

After students have identified different rocks in their area, they can use the My GIS
4.0 software from PASCO to go beyond their own neighborhood. They can use
the GIS system to see where each type of rock is most abundant. They can find
out which rock type is most commonly found in Massachusetts and New England
and where the most common place to find metamorphic rocks are. This will give
the students more of a sense of the world as a whole and not just what is in their
own backyard or neighborhood.

Neighborhood Rocks, Assessment

Method

Novice

Competent

Expert
Clearly can see
the differences
and similarities
between various
igneous,
metamorphic and
sedimentary
rocks, but also can
see how and
provide evidence
that they form
from each other
through the rock
cycle.
Completes rock
classification by
using careful
observations and
detailed evidence,
multiple sources
and compares
answers.
Use almost all
sources available
to identify and
check
identifications.

Science
Concept:
Observing
and
comparing
properties
of three
rock types.

Class
discussion
and lab
notebook
check.

Realizes that there
are three different
types of rocks, but
can’t explain how
one rock can
display
characteristics of
another type of
rocks and
how/why they’re
related.

Can see the
differences and
similarities
between various
igneous,
metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks
and some of the
forces that in the
rock cycle that
explain these sim.
and diff.

Process
Skill:
Classifying

Lab notebook
check.

Does rock
classification and
provides detailed
evidence. Use
multiple sources.

Habit of
Mind: Go
to reliable
sources for
evidence

Class
observation
and answers
from students
during
discussion.

Attempts rock
classification and
provide some
evidence for
choice. Does not
use as many
sources as he or
she could.
Uses one or two
sources for whole
activity.
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Use multiple
sources for
identification but
not necessarily to
double check
identifications.
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Personal Reflection
What went well?
 Marianne – I was at the school for two full days and didn’t teach until
the second day. Having observed and participated in the previous
lesson made it much easier to teach my lesson.
 Marianne – I had the opportunity to work with a first year teacher who
is a Lesley graduate. She practices inquiry-based science in her
classroom so the students were used to the types of lessons we were
teaching. She also proved a great resource during the two days.
 Marianne – The students seemed interested in the crystal formation
and understood, for the most part, that the salol crystals were
mimicking igneous rock formation.
 Marianne – Getting the opportunity to teach the lessons four times
during the day really allowed me to fine tune my questioning, the flow
of the lesson and to realize what worked and what didn’t work.
 Lesley – I felt that I was prepared to answer any kinds of questions
that the student had. Geology is one of my strong points in science
so I knew a lot about what I was teaching the kids. I was prepared to
answer any kind of questions that the students came up with about
the rocks.
 Lesley – It went really well for my first time ever really teaching a
class mostly on my own. It was nice to have Sarah Frisina there to
help me with some things that I had missed or to help with controlling
the class when they got too loud. It was also nice to have Marianne
there to help with answering some of the questions and helping the
students stay on track with their work.
 Lesley – I feel that out of all of the class that I taught during the day,
the last class was the best. Not only because the students were
actually paying attention and being quiet, but I had already gone
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through teaching the lesson 3 times so I knew what to expect and
what I should be doing/asking.
 Lesley – I felt that even though I didn’t know the students at all and
really wasn’t going to be able to get to know them that I develop a bit
of a connection with some of them just by being there for the two
days. Sarah told me last week that her students still ask about
Marianne and I and if we are even going to come back to visit.
What did I learn?
 Marianne - I learned that the mode of questioning in inquiry science
takes practice. I had the opportunity to teach all four classes during
the day and with each class, my question-asking ability and the flow
of the lesson got better.
 Marianne & Lesley – Nothing can prepare you for what may occur in
or around the school. Following the first day we were at the school, a
shooting occurred across the street while students were at the
“extended” portion of the school day. It was an extra learning
experience that we never intended to receive through creating this
unit. It was a good learning experience on how a situation like that
can and should be handled the next day.
 Marianne - Being organized and setting up prior to the lesson is
imperative. Having to stop the class to fill up a basin of water or look
for a transparency really breaks up the flow of the lesson.
 Marianne – Having additional teachers or assistants can really benefit
the class. It is very difficult to teach, watch and assist all at the same
time. I realize that this luxury will not always or ever be present in the
classroom, but it really helps. Also, if I, as a future teacher, were able
to encourage students to help students and act as leaders, that may
substitute for an additional teacher/assistant.
 Marianne – I learned to pay attention to the student’s faces. If they
have that “confused” look on their faces, take a minute to ensure that
students are on task.
 Marianne – I learned that lessons never turn out how you’ve planned
out in your head and to not get frustrated about it.
 Lesley – I think Marianne covered a good majority of what I also
learned. I mainly learned to expect the unexpected. No matter how
much you try to prepare and try to guess what the students will
think/answer, you aren’t really prepared at all. You have a basis for
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your ideas, but student are so creative that there is no way you can
possibly think of everything that they will say about a lesson or
activity.
 Lesley – I think the biggest thing that I learned was mostly something
about my self. In the beginning of the day, I was nervous and wasn’t
really sure how to control the class. I was basically letting them walk
all over me and they kept interrupting me. But by the end of the day,
I was able to control the class and get a feeling of when I needed to
be more stern with the students. I wasn’t sure if I would be able to do
something like that and I learned that in those two days that I was.
What would I have changed?
 Marianne – Although the salol crystals provided interesting activities,
the concept that “the slower the cooling, the bigger the crystals” and
visa versa is a hard concept for 7th graders to get. Because I’m not
currently a teacher and inquiry-based science is new to me, I think I
would’ve chosen a slightly easier concept to teach. On the flip side,
the lesson was pure inquiry and gave me a real taste of what it was
like.
 Marianne – I wish I had more time. The students didn’t really get to
complete the Crystal-Size Investigation activity due to time
constraints and so I used an abbreviated lesson.
 Marianne – I wish I had water baths of various temperatures that I
could’ve used to create many different sized salol crystals and not
just two.
 Marianne – I wish I practiced the lesson beforehand or at least was
prepared for the types of questions and confusions I received. I
ended up adding additional questions to my unit due to this.
 Lesley – Just for the two days we were there, I wish that I could’ve
gone to visit the school at least once before I had gone into teach so I
would’ve been a little more prepared and could’ve structured the
lesson better.
 Lesley – I also wish that I had more time. Seeing as how I only had
one day to teach the first lesson, I wasn’t able to get to the part about
intrusive and extrusive rocks. When learning about igneous rocks,
that’s a really big part of it. I feel that if I were able to go over that
information with the students, they could’ve been better prepared for
the crystal size investigation activity that Marianne was teaching.
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APPENDIX A:

APPENDIX B:

APPENDIX C:

APPENDIX D:
APPENDIX E:

Appendix F:
Concept Maps:
Lesley:
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Marianne:
Sedimentary Rocks

Weathering,
transportation
and deposition

Squashing,
Heating,
Pressure

Rock
Cycle
Igneous Rocks
Can be

Can be

Intrusive

Melting and
formation of
magma

Metamorphic Rocks

Extrusive
Forms when

Forms when
Magma solidifies in Earths
surface

Lava solidifies on Earth’s
surface

And have
Crystals

Intrusive cool slower
and have larger
crystals

Extrusive cool
faster and have
smaller crystals
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